Product Matrix

Company Inspector

Responder

Inspector

Inspector Plus

Inspection Portal

Building Inspector

Permit Portal

Manage PreIncident Planning
Capture location, occupant and contact information
Capture hazardous material and hazardous condition information
Generate standard hazmat reporting
Create and attach preplan drawings
Attach digital photos, PDFs, and other useful files to Structures and Occupants
Transfer electronic preplan information and images to command vehicles and rigs
Pullup and view preplan information and images on MDTs or other invehicle devices
Generate paper or paperless preplans
Archive preplan information with nightly backups and off site storage
Update information offline with application
Update information with any web connected device (iPad, Smartphone, tablet, laptop)
Share and view mutal aid data from response vehicles
Accept, review, and import inspections from outside departments into database
Automated processing and scheduling of follow up enforcement inspections for sytem deficiencies

Perform StandardsBased Inspections
Ability to perform inspections offline using the application.
Ability to perform inspections on the Web using any device (iPad, Smartphone, tablet, laptop).
Ability to update preplan information during the inspection.
Ability to use checklists customized by inspection type.
Incorporate preloaded NFPA, ICC, and/or local codes and standards with OnBoard Code Delivery
Perform fast and easy code research in the field with Exclusive MobileEyes OnBoard Code Delivery
Simple to use webbased (office) and mobile (field) user interface for all inspection functions
Ability to include photos in the inspection report.
Ability to use template violation comments.
Ability to capture customer and inspector signatures on the report.
Ability to review completed inspections prior to finalizing them as official.
Ability to browse the code book and cite violations not on the inspection checklist.
Ability to review inspection history while in the field.
Ability to perform unscheduled inspections from the field
Ability to perform combination inspections (e.g., CO and Annual) with a combined checklist.
Ability to issue permits and other documents during field inspection
Ability to perform Device inspections (e.g., system acceptance, hydrant inspections).
Ability to perform invoicing and accounts receivable functions.
Produce operational permits for welding operations, hazardous liquids storage, fireworks sales, etc.
Forecast, schedule, and track any number of recurring inspection types
Schedule inspections, license renewals, and complaints based on location, availability, or experience
Automatically send finalized inspection report to designated contacts

Billing and Invoicing
Handle multiple fee schedules, permit fees, and miscellaneous charges
Automatically generate invoices based on the type of occupancy, size, occupant load or other criteria
Manage collections and accounts receivable
Generate scheduled invoices or prebillings

New Construction Permitting
Log construction plans and schedule menu of required permits
Collect permit fees and initiate inspections
Transmit pass/fail text or email notification to contractors and owners as inspections are performed
Webbased access for contractors and/or owners to track all projects
Generate permit documentation in the field
Automated notificiations for project status updates sent to contractors
Recieve and review permit applications requests from contractors instantainously

Interfacing
Integration with third party applications via API (Application Programing Interface)
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